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REDEMPTION MODEL
FOR BONDS
GUIDE TO THE CHANGES IN THE NEW
2015 REDEMPTION MODEL FOR BONDS

The Danish market and VP will adapt it’s current
redemption model for bonds to comply with international
standards as of 21 September 2015.
Background and objective
In line with the ongoing effort of harmonizing the VP
SECURITIES (VP)offerings and present market practices, Danish
bond issuers and VP have decided to amend the model for
handling partial redemption according to European Market
standards for Corporate Actions. The changes will ensure
compliance with the requirements for securities settled in the
new joint European settlement platform Target2-Securities
(T2S).
In the current redemption model the partially redeemed
quantities are marked on the individual accounts as “of which
redeemed” 4½-1½ months before the payment day (Due date).
Those holdings can be bought and sold separately from the
rest of the holding, which won’t be redeemed. Furthermore
the current model works with a record date (calculation of
redemptions payments on individual securities accounts) 4
business days prior to Due date.
The new redemption model for bonds will cease the concept
of “of which redeemed” and the record date will be the the
day prior to the Due date. The harmonized model will be
implemented 21 September 2015, and as dictated by the
European Commissions Corporate Actions Joint Working
Group (CAJWG) standards. As a result, partially redeemed
positions will be eliminated as of 21 September 2015. For
partial redemptions with a pay date before 21 September 2015,
the current model will apply.
The Danish market and VP wish the implementation to take
place simultaneously for VP and VP LUX and well in advance of
the migration to T2S.

New model for handling redemptions
The bond issuers have wished to retain their redemption
terms towards borrowers, so that the publication day
will be 4½-1½ months before the payment day (Due date),
depending on whether the loan has two or four annual partial
redemption days. The total quantity for partial redemption
for each ISIN is fixed as from the publication day, while the
general ledger can change as a consequence of issues in open
series, as well as early redemptions by borrowers in both
open and closed series.
In the period from the publication day up to the calculation
of the final redemption percentage on Record day, only the
redemption quantity is fixed, while the general ledger can
still move up or down. Throughout the period, on a daily basis
a new provisional redemption percentage is calculated, and
information to the issuer and investors is generated. The
provisional redemption percentage is submitted by VP to
Nasdaq Copenhagen and also published to the market.
On the commencement of the record day (the day before
the payment day) receipt of general ledger transactions
(issues and redemptions) is closed in the ISINs included in the
current redemption batch. The final redemption percentage
is calculated and information to the issuer and investors is
generated. The final redemption percentage is submitted
to Nasdaq Copenhagen, and after publication by Nasdaq
Copenhagen, information of the final redemption percentage
is generated for publication to the market.
End-Of-Day (EOD) on Record date the actual partial redemption
takes place, i.e. the quantity for partial redemption on
individual accounts is calculated for all holdings in the ISINs
included in the redemption batch. The final liquidity and basis
for the payment arrangement are generated and the holdings
are reduced by the partially redeemed quantity, while at the
same time the general ledger is marked down by the same
quantity. After this, it is possible to report general ledger
transactions again.
Reporting of ’Partial redemption quantity’
By the publication day at the latest, the issuers must
report the ’Partial redemption quantity’ for the next partial
redemption. Reporting takes place in the existing transaction/
message. After the publication day it is no longer possible for
the issuer to change ’the partial redemption quantity’.
EOD on the publication day VP calculates provisional
redemption percentages based on ’the partial redemption
quantity’ and the current general ledger, and information on
the provisional redemption percentage is generated for the
issuer.
The provisional redemption percentages are delivered
to Nasdaq Copenhagen, and after publication by Nasdaq
Copenhagen, information of provisional redemption
percentages is generated for publication to the market.
Provisional liquidity reports
To enable customers to manage their liquidity, three days prior
to the Due date provisional liquidity reports will be made, in
the same way as for interest.
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The calculation basis will be the holdings at EOD and the new
provisional redemption percentage.
Liquidity from bullet loans is included.
Securities issued in VP LUX, of which holdings have been
transferred (entirely or partly) to VP, are also included.
Provisional liquidity for VP LUX securities will be calculated
on the basis of the latest provisional redemption percentage
received from VP LUX.

implementation of “New model for handling
redemptions”
The implementation of the new model for partial redemption
will take place during the weekend of 19-20 September 2015.
The first production day is 21 September 2015. After this, partial
redemptions in all securities will take place in accordance
with the new model.
Communication
The information flow for the “New redemption model” in both
proprietary and ISO formats is subject to preparation.

Calculation of final redemption percentage
On the Record day (one day before the Due date) all ISINs
included in the current redemption batch will be blocked for
general ledger transactions (issues and redemptions).
The final redemption percentage is calculated and
information for the issuer and investors is generated.
The final redemption percentage is delivered to Nasdaq
Copenhagen, and after publication by Nasdaq Copenhagen,
information of the final redemption percentage is generated
for publication to the market.
Trades not settled due to redemption
A list of trades that cannot settle due to partial redemption is
generated for the relevant clearing members.
In Denmark, the list is generated on the settlement day before
the Due date after the last settlement batch (currently batch
50). For VP LUX, the list is generated mid afternoon on the
settlement day before the Due date.
Execution of redemption
EOD on Record date the actual redemption takes place, i.e.
the quantity for partial redemption on individual accounts
is calculated for all holdings in the ISINs included in the
redemption batch. The liquidity and the basis for the payment
arrangement are generated and the holdings are reduced by
the redeemed quantity, while the general ledger is marked
down by the same quantity.
After redemption has been concluded, it is possible to report
general ledger transactions again.
Cash check
Until DKK migrates toT2S in 2018, all payments concerning
partial redemption will still be subject to payment
arrangement in the periodic batches (batch 35 for DKK, batch
45 for EUR, batch 55 for SEK and batch 65 for ISK).
Until VP LUX migrates toT2S with EUR in 2016, all payments
concerning redemption will still be subject to payment
arrangement in the periodic batch (batch 45 for EUR).
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Time line for “New redemption model”
See the model below:

Publication date is 4½-1½ months
before Due date, depending on the
terms of the issue in question.
In thes period a new provisional
redemption percentage will be
calculated on a daily basis.

ISINs will be blocked
for daily issuing and
redemption

Publication day

Record date

EOD

xx:xx

EOD
20:00

Check missing
partial redemption
quantity

▪▪ Claculation of Provisional
redemption percentage

▪▪ Announcement of
Provincial redemption
percentage

20:00

approx
14:30

▪▪ Calculation of
final redemption
percentage

▪▪ Announcement of
final redemption
percentage

Due date
EOD

EOD

▪▪ Block ISINs settlement
purpose
▪▪ Mark down of redeemed
holdings and payment of
proceeds
▪▪ Unblock ISINs

▪▪ List with trades,
which can not
be settled du to
redemption
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